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According to statistics from the

Ministry of Health, Vietnam imported

$3.7 billion worth of pharmaceuticals,

up 8.8 per cent on-year. The figure is

expected to rise further in the coming

time. Among the 11 CPTPP member

countries, Japan, Canada, and Mexico

are among the top 20 manufacturers of

pharmaceuticals worldwide.

In terms of banking and finance,

Japan, Canada, and Australia can now

sell financial services to Vietnam with-

out establishing branches there. This

means more pressure in the local mar-

ket.

Obviously, the CPTPP member

countries are learning about the advan-

tages and competition. Many have so

far made moves to draw huge gains

from this historical pact which will

create one of the world’s largest free

trade blocs with a combined market of

499 million people and a GDP of

around $10 trillion, accounting for

13.5 per cent of the global GDP.

In the latest developments, in mid-

March 2019, authorities of Can Tho

granted an investment registration cer-

tificate to a seafood processing project

to Japanese Marine Foods Corpora-

tion. Costing $14 million, the facility

is expected to be put into operation in

May 2020 with advanced technology

and a focus on exports to Japan. 

Meanwhile, a group of Japanese

and South Korean firms are seeking

opportunities to invest in cold-chain

logistics in the Mekong Delta region to

meet growing import-export demands.

Approaching higher-quality FDI

Industry insiders said that in this

investment race, foreign-invested en-

terprises can compete with their strong

expertise in technology and make in-

vestments aligned with Vietnam’s new

FDI draft strategy, which gives priority

to the five sectors of high-tech/ICT,

processing and manufacturing, sup-

porting industries, tourism, and high-

tech agriculture.

Looking at the plans of CPTPP

members, technology is one of their

points of focus in Vietnam. Taking

Japan as an example, the main focus of

investments will continue to be manu-

facturing, agriculture, logistics, health-

care, technology, banking and finance,

and services, focusing on high-tech-

nology.

To open new horizons and oppor-

tunities for Japanese investment, Japan

External Trade Organisation (JETRO)

has piloted innovative projects in new

industries in Vietnam and across the

ASEAN, focusing on smart logistics,

healthcare, the Internet of Things

(IoT), and services. 

Similar interests are also seen

among Malaysian and Australian busi-

nesses. Particularly, Australian firms

are diversifying their investment in

Vietnam in key sectors like manufac-

turing, technology, education, services,

logistics, and agriculture, with well-

known names being Telstra,

BlueScope Steel, and VN Futuremilk.

At present, CPTPP member states

make up 27.7 per cent of the country’s

total projects and 36.46 per cent of the

total FDI. Vietnam might expect

higher-quality FDI inflows from mem-

The Comprehensive and Progressive

Agreement for Trans-Pacific Partner-

ship (CPTPP) is an ambitious trade

agreement to connect key markets in

Asia and Latin America through the 11

member nations of Australia, Canada,

Brunei, Japan, Malaysia, Mexico, New

Zealand, Peru, Singapore, and Viet-

nam. Once fully implemented, it will

form a trading bloc representing

495 million consumers and 13.5 per

cent of global GDP – worth a total of

$10.6 trillion. The CPTPP was con-

cluded in January last year and offi-

cially signed two months later.

Vietnam became the seventh country

to ratify the CPTPP and the agreement

entered into force nationally on Janu-

ary 14 this year. 

For the members of the CPTPP, a

new era has opened up, promoting an

accessible, transparent, and rules-

based business environment. The ma-

jority of the agreement deals with a

comprehensive tariff elimination for

participating nations. Specifically,

Vietnam will benefit from a 97-100 per

cent tariff reduction on exports to other

CPTPP countries. Furthermore, estab-

lishing new multilateral free trade

agreements (FTAs) to Canada, the

world’s third-largest economy, along

with Mexico and Peru, will open up

new export destinations for Vietnam’s

key sectors such as textiles, agricul-

ture, wood, and seafood. Last but not

least, the agreement also promotes a

commitment to sustainable economic

development, such as in government

procurement, trade remedies, labour

law reforms, and clean energy. As a re-

sult, the CPTPP has widened the cir-

culation of goods and services,

benefiting both consumers and pro-

ducers in participating countries.

The CPTPP also sets out terms and

conditions to ensure that the

 investment procedure will be easier

and more transparent for foreign

 investors. Chapter 9 specifies this

 matter by describing the mechanisms

to protect foreign investment into

CPTPP countries. Under the CPTPP,

an investment is defined to include

every asset that an investor owns or

controls, directly or indirectly, through

a commitment of capital or an expec-

tation to gain or profit.

In particular, the agreement

 requires a contracting country to treat

investors from other contracting coun-

tries in a fair and equitable manner

 regarding the establishment, acquisi-

tion, expansion, management, opera-

tion or sale of the investments. For

instance, an enterprise, shares, bonds,

tangible or intangible property are ex-

amples of the investment that foreign

investors own. Chapter 9 of the

CPTPP deals specifically with dispute

resolution between foreign investors

and contracting states. In the event that

the invested properties are subject to

expropriation or nationalisation, the

CPTPP requires the authority to com-

pensate an amount equivalent to the

fair market value immediately before

the expropriation took place.

 Moreover, compensation must be

prompt and adequate to cover the loss

incurred.

If a foreign investor is dissatisfied

with the compensation, they are

 entitled to initiate lawsuits according

to the Investor-State Dispute Settle-

ment Clause (ISDS) under the CPTPP

if they believe the nation’s regulations

or actions directly lead to loss

 regarding the investment. The CPTPP

encourages parties first to attempt

 dispute resolution, such as appealing

to consultations, negotiations, or non-

binding third-party participation

 procedures. If after six months the

 dispute is still not resolved, the

 affected investor may unilaterally sub-

mit its claim to arbitration under the

premise that the state has breached the

CPTPP leading to damage on the

 investor’s part. Here, the investor, as

the complaining party, can select the

forum to settle the dispute. In setting

up the panel, the funder will also be

able to select one out of three arbitra-

tors, unless agreed otherwise. More-

over, they can negotiate which relevant

rules to apply and set up guidance to

ensure the arbitrators’ independence

and impartiality regarding their case.

To ensure this will not negatively im-

pact the investor’s interest, the

claimant may seek interim injunctive

relief as long as it does not involve

payment of  monetary damages.

Hence, the CPTPP has indeed

strengthened the litigation process by

giving overseas investors more leeway

and channels to protect their offshore

investment. The consultant circle is

also expanded to avoid building up

 political tensions that may occur as a

result of the dispute.

Foreign funders that originate from

a CPTPP nation will receive the afore-

mentioned benefits as written in Chap-

ter 9 if they invest in Vietnam. If

disputes arise between a foreign in-

vestor (or the Vietnamese enterprise

that he owns) and the state authority of

Vietnam, that investor can appeal to

good offices, conciliation or mediation

for consultation and negotiation, or

submit the dispute to arbitration. How-

ever, it is important to note that there

are certain exceptions applicable to

Vietnam to which foreign investors

need to pay attention.

First, the financier will lose the

right to initiate a lawsuit under ISDS if

they have complied with the complaint

proceedings in the Vietnamese courts.

The choice to settle at a Vietnamese

tribunal shall be definitive and exclu-

sive, preventing the investor from sub-

mitting the claim to any other

arbitration tribunal. Hence, to avoid

nullification of their benefits under the

CPTPP, investors should carefully

consider which arbitration forum they

wish to settle the dispute before filing

their complaints.

Examples of international forums

that investors can choose from are the

ICSID Convention, the ICSID Rules

of Procedure for Arbitration Proceed-

ings, the ICSID Additional Facility

Rules, the UNCITRAL Arbitration

Rules, or another arbitration institution

that both parties agree to. In setting up

the panel, the foreign investor will se-

lect one panellist and review all three

before the resolution procedure begins

to make sure that arbitrators are free of

bias. Each arbitrator’s expertise shall

also be examined by both parties.

Additionally, guidelines and other

relevant rules can also be submitted for

the arbitrators to comply to on top of

the applicable international rules.

When the tribunal makes the final

award, it may award monetary dam-

ages or restitution of property and any

applicable interest in lieu of restitution

only for the loss that has incurred to

the investment. Hence, the investor

will be responsible for proving that the

breach on Vietnam’s part was the

cause of his damage. Costs and attor-

ney’s fees incurred by investors may

also be remedied. Finally, if the tribu-

nal rules in favour of the investor, but

Vietnam refuses to carry out the deci-

sion, the foreign investor may appeal

to his CPTPP home country to request

suspensions of benefits for Vietnam

until the country eliminates non-con-

formity, nullification or expropriation.

On the other hand, in the case that

the investor does not agree to the tri-

bunal’s decision, the investor may sub-

mit written comments to address any

problem they see in the decision within

the 60-day comment period after the

proposed decision is issued.

Under certain CPTPP bilateral

agreements, there are some digressions

from the main mechanisms that the

CPTPP sets out for ISDS system. For

example, New Zealand and Vietnam

agreed not to recourse to dispute set-

tlement against the governments of

each addressing country under Section

B of Chapter 9 (Investor-State Dispute

Settlement) unless the government

specifically consents the application of

such dispute. This bilateral agreement

restricts some freedom on investors’

part to file disputes for arbitration. In

this case, investors from New Zealand

can still resort to another mechanism

in accordance with the law of Vietnam

or other treaties to which Vietnam and

New Zealand are contracting parties. 

Overall, investors now benefit

from a comprehensive set of protection

provisions, including protections

against discrimination, expropriation

without due process, and compensa-

tion together with the mechanism to

resolve disputes between states and

investors. When fully enforced, the

CPTPP will add another layer of legal

protection for prospective foreign in-

vestors wishing to invest in Vietnam.

However, Vietnam would also need to

prepare to deal with disputes between

the state and foreign investors in the

future.n

CPTPP adding legal layers to
foreign investment protection

Investment is a key driving
force for economic growth
and competitiveness as it
spurs innovation, creates jobs,
and connects investors to
global value chains. The
Comprehensive and
Progressive Agreement for
Trans-Pacific Partnership
(CPTPP) provides a strong,
rule-based framework
through which to grow
investment relations with key
Asia-Pacific economies. Quan
Phan, senior associate of
ACSV Legal Vietnam, outlines
how the CPTPP benefits
investors, and the terms and
conditions to ensure that
investment procedures will be
easier and more transparent
for foreign funders.

Quan Phan
Comment on Text
We think the word "arbitration" here should be removed. The more appropriate clause here is "which forum" not "which arbitration forum". 


